A s I begin to compose this column, it seems to me as though it was only yesterday that I wrote the editorial page for the inaugural issue of International Journal of Lower Extremity Wounds (IJLEW) . In that editorial, the broad reasoning for a new journal, IJLEW, was set out. The inaugural issue was followed by the next one and the next at regular intervals, the current issue being the fourth and last one for this year. I am not sure what a year in the life of a journal means in terms of reaching maturity, but it seems appropriate to address some of the fundamental concepts enshrined in IJLEW. In its quarterly issues, IJLEW seeks to examine the reasons governing accepted procedures and concepts in wound management and explore new ones. Why?
There are 2 fundamental reasons. The first concerns the growing awareness among wound workers that the clinical problems they manage are increasing in magnitude and, to an extent, complexity. It is a fact that in Western societies the population is aging, and this ensures that the number of lower extremity wounds to be managed will increase. Diabetes is increasing globally as are its complications, including diabetic foot wounds. This situation is compounded by increasing prevalence of new complications such as the infection methycillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, which slows down all attempts to treat it using conventional antibiotic therapy and which if unchecked can wreak tremendous damage through cross infection in hospital wards. The other reason is diminishing resources with which to treat patients. However, wound workers are optimistic for reasons that will become clear as this page flows.
The fundamental concepts for managing wounds have been the same. What has changed is that an evidence base has grown over the recent years that serves to emphasize these concepts. Diabetic foot wounds need to be inspected regularly and carefully, infection should be treated, diabetes should be controlled, and so on. Venous ulcers should be treated with sustained compression. There are some patients who will benefit from selective surgery or new treatments that introduce growth factors directly or through the use of tissue engi-neering, but they need to be selected. And there needs to be adequate resources to afford these appropriate treatments. Communicating the development of such an evidence base through critically peer-reviewed journals such as IJLEW provides assurance to readers about the well established technique, while offering avenues to question the nature as well as methods of change. Effective communication will lead to the situation in which it will no longer be possible not to offer an acceptable basic standard of care to our patients. Wound management-a Cinderella specialty?-I don't think so. Those who do should be informed that the story of this fairy princess actually ended in celebration. There is a great deal to be achieved not only because of the complexity of the wound problem but also because of its global nature.
Research in wound science is often led in the laboratories of pharmaceutical industries that invest enormous sums of money in developing new therapeutic options. Pragmatically speaking, these industries seek to gain acceptance of new products through carefully conducted clinical trials. Do successful trials ensure such acceptance? Not always or easily because acceptance by the clinical community only brings the product closer to licensing. As resources are always under scrutiny, wound research should be harmonized across the continents so that the questions of industry and federal agencies may be answered using an approach that is agreed among all wound laboratories. For this, we need wound measurements.
Wound measurements, whether these are simple assessments of size or depth or the more complex ones relating to wound biology, are needed. These measurements must be standardized. This would mark the beginning of harmonization. This approach based on measurement is the rationale upon which IJLEW will grow and develop.
As I get to this point, I notice that the trees outside the window of my room are now a glorious melange of autumn colors in the early morning sun. The measured promise of nature surrounds me. A happy note on which to end this piece.
